
Iran - tehran 

Oman - muscat

Turkey - izmir

England - london

Novinniroo holding is a dynamic
economic enterprise active in various

�elds of economics and investment such as :

General Trading Business Consulting EngineeringReal Estate



www.novinniroo.co

group also cooperates with more than 10 reputable companies in the world.

other additives, as well as the supply and distribution of poultry and eggs.
In the foreign business sector, the company's activities are divided into two broad categories:

laying, broiler and pullet chicken, egg size and packing machines, machinery for animal feed and poultry, 
aquaculture, processing machinery and packaging.

dried fruits, etc.
Also, this company, with the help of experienced customs clearance and experts, performs all customs duties 
at the borders of Bazargan and Bandar Abbas, Bushehr and Genaveh port.
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GENERAL
TRADING

Construction Material

Food Products( end user products sales )

Metal, Steel and Wood

Grains

The company's activities in the CONSTRUCTION  MATERIAL section are divided into the following items:

Tiles and Ceramics Cement (white & Gray) Metal Sandwich Panel

Aluminium Composite Panel (ACP) MDF Sheet Natural Stone

The company's activities in the FOOD PRODUCTS are divided into the following sections:

Frozen Chicken Fresh Eggs Groceries

Fruits and Vegetables Frozen and Fresh Meat Animal Feed and Grains
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Novinniroo is involved in trading of di�erent 
types of products and commercial materials and 

provide you with the best services in the �elds of 
building materials and food products. we can ful�ll 

the needs of companies and manufactures.
Our company provides primary resources from all over 

the world and quality assurance is our main goal that
our company gives special attention to.



Novinniroo can develop your business by the help of professional

consultants in Oman, Turkey and London. in addition, we can provide

special solutions for your business �nance and handling services

such as Custome Services, Import, Export and etc.

as a conclusion we can classify our services in these categories.

 

With the help of professional and quali�ed 
consultants, Novinniroo can provide the 
necessary guidance and solutions for your
business.

Business
Consulting & Solutions

Investment Consulting

Marketing strategies for your business in oman and turkey

Rail truck and shipping transport

Import and Export

Company Registration in turkey and oman

Business Development

Business Plans

Business Plans Marketing StrategiesBusiness Development
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Novinniroo Company has been representing Yemmak,
Kutlusan and ESE & INTEC companies in the �eld of
livestock and poultry industrial equipment. Also
Novinniroo. is ready to receive the order and request for 
purchase from the general manufacturers and craftsmen 
to provide the necessary equipment for them from the 
reliable manufacturers and from the sources of
production abroad, equal to the quality and in
accordance with the standards requested to do.

Engineering
(Industrial Equipment)

Poultry cages and poultry farming equipments

Feed mill factories and �our milling equipments

Pet food lines and �sh feed production plants

Egg packing and egg grading system

Slaughter Houses

Hatchery Systems
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(Industrial Equipment)

Engineering

Engineering is one of the most important sector’s in our company. The most 
focused part of this �eld for us is poultry equipment’s for Layer farms, Broiler 
farms, Slaughter houses, Hatchery systems and etc.
In novinniroo company we have been delivering professional services relating 
to engineering. During the past 8 years novinniroo has managed to complete 
more than 120 Turn-key projects in this sector all over Iran and also we have 
successfully completed projects in Iraq and Turkmenistan.
Novinniroo is cooperating with many known brands of equipment all around 
the globe which allows us to satisfy our customer’s needs with verity of
budgets to suits their projects.
In Our company an integrative approach is the core of successful engineering. 
Consideration of all parties involved, all relevant conditions and alternatives – 
in all projects - on the national and international level, in our cooperation, 
organization and communication. 
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Property Consulting

Villas - Flats

Rent & Buy

Oman & Turkey

Real Estate
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Our company is a multi-disciplined real estate that strives to bring exceptional value and 
quality service to clients in each real estate environment. This section of our company 
concentrate on providing consultancy to those who are looking to invest and purchased 
properties. 

We also have substantial experience in buying, selling and rental properties across the 
region. We have been helping invertors in Turkey and Oman to purchase properties that will 
have add on value to the price, also some areas of investment can lead to obtaining
permanent residency. 

our team in real estate department has in depth knowledge of the Middle East market and 
multiple markets across the region to uniquely address your occupier and investor needs.

Let our diversi�ed talents and experience help you make strong and pro�table real estate 
choices.



ITY

Novinniroo

Novinniroo holding forces its survival and dependence on the customer's satisfaction of the service provided 
and dedicated support service is trying to increase the satisfaction of its customers. Novinniroo holding also 
aims to increase the coverage and quality of services, with the development of hardware in all provinces of the 
province, and on the other hand, by transferring its technical equipment to these centers, it has been possible to 
provide reliable and convenient communication services to customers. The specialization of our employees is a 
nodal aspect that distinguishes the approach and method of Novinniroo Holding, because for every kind of 
request we can count on dedicated and skilled resources specialized in the several complex situations,
distinguishing due areas of expertise.

Tehran London

TurkeyOman

+01 483608480

info@novinniroo.co

8 Collingwood, Farborough, Hampshire, GU14 6LX

+96 899420505

omano�ce@novinniroo.co

O�ce No. 610, Bldg No. 326, Way No.3307
Business Center , AL Khuwair, Muscat, Oman

+90 5326342077

Turkey@novinniroo.co

unit 5002, Floor 5, Folkart Towers, Izmir,Turkey

+98 2122020067

info@novinniroo.co

Unit 53, Floor 5, No.42, Saba BIvd,
Nelson Mandela Blvd, TEHRAN, IRAN

O�ces
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